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TWELFTH LEAGUE GATHERING
SETS OONFERENCE REGORD

NEW DEMONSTRATION DEBATE
A TRUMP CONFERENCE CARD

Two

Reading and York High
tudents
Di cu
chool Activitie
Little Help. Le Rote

Hundred
ixty Hear Debate,
Choose Topic for Di cu ion,
and Get Acquainted

CRITI -JUDGE

MEMBERS CATCH ENTHV IA M
"Resolved, that Pennsylvania enact
a compulsory unemployment insurance law"-this is the question that
ome fifty first-class high schools of
ea tern Pennsylvania will debate
within the next few months, as a result of the decision reached at the
.rwelfLh Annual Conference of the
Ul' inus Debating League.
The Conference was held in Bomberger Hall on Saturday, November
7, and in point of numbel's, enthusiasm, and helpfulness eclipsed all its
predecessors. All told, there were
two hundred sixty delegates present,
about one hundred more than ever before. The rapid growth of these conferences can be explained only by the
fact that the member schools get new
ideas, form social contacts, and catch
enthu iasm for one of the oldest and
most useful forms of intellectual
training.
The Conference opened at 10:30,
with Pres. Witmer in the chait'. Unfortunately Dr. George L. Om wake,
President of the College, was unable
to be present to welcome the Conference, as he has done almost every
year since the League began; but he
was represented by his Assistant, Mr.
F. 1. Sheeder, Professor of Religious
Education. Mr. Sheeder. himself a
college debater and now a member of
our Debating Council, made everybody feel, at home in a short talk full
of hUmor and wise counsel.
To sound the League's "note of
harmony" the President had engaged
the Boys' Chorus of the Norristown
Senior High School, composed of Paul
Everson, Stephen Jump, William
Shannon, John Keas, Mitchell Fennimore. Donald Wilson, Robert Brown,
Donald Kl'ieble, and William Rehel'e,
who sang these two numbers:
"Sleepy Hollow Tune," Richard Kautz
"Kentucky Babe" ,.,.. Adam Geibel
These selections revealed good
voices and careful training, and were
greatly appreciated.
After welcoming new schools and
delegates and explaining briefly how
the League wOl'ks, the president appointed the following Committee on
Question: Miss Mabel E. Mulock,
Head of English Department, Allentown Senior High School, Chail'lady;
Mr. A. M. Dixon, Supv. Prin., Spring
City, Pa.; Mr. Allen C. Harmon,
Coach of Debating, Upper Moreland
High School; Miss Elizabeth W.
Crouse, Coach, Cornwall; Dr. C. B.
Heinly, Principal, William Penn High
School, York; Mr. H. A. Lachat,
Coach, Doylestown; and Mr. R. H.
Eby, Coach, Derry Township High
School, Hershey, Pa. The schools then
submitted their questions ana the
(Continued on page 4)
----U"---READER'S FIRST AID LIST ON
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
As usual, we submit herewith a
partial bibliography on our official
question, for the benefit of those who
may not have easy access to the
Readers' Guide. We have not had
space enough to go farther back than
the 1930 "Guide" for these references,
though excellent earlier articles may
be had. The stars before some of the
entries indicate that they are exceptionally promising and should be consulted first.
For our book references we are indebted to the standard encyclopedias
and the Cumulative Book Index .. If
further references are needed consult the "Guide" and the "Index" for
yourselves. By writing to the Librarian of Congress, Department of Bibliography, explaining your membership in the League and stating that
you would like to have a bibliography
of our question for your School library, you will probably get a full one
by return mail.
UHT
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From a modf'rn Samaritan; rer1ly to What
III a dole?
.. , MyerH, Christ. Cent.
48:1283, 01'1. 14, '31.
nov't IJIII ff,r ('ompulllory UIIPm[I1t,ymf'nt
/rIll. In Norway.
Mont. Lahor Hev. 33:
805-6, Ort. '31.
Ir we had the 'loll'. J. ,J. Leary, Jr., II,
Am. Mag. 112:1l-13, De(·. '31.
l..ahor (m r.·llef and InM. L. Stark, Survey
67 :186-7, No. 15, '31.
Mr, Hwope'll hili., flan. New Repub. &8:
220-1, Oct. 14, 3 •

(Continued on page .. )

D1~TETIC BETWEEN DIALECTICS
1931 DELEGATES, AFTER LUNCH, POSING AND REPO ING IN THE ARMS OF "OLD FREELAND"

READING=VORK WORK PRAtS-ED I
BV PENN DEBATE MENTOR
Talk Slowly; Add Interest to Logic,
Say Mr. Strickler, in Comment
This is one of the most difficult decisions I ever tried to render. When
the debate was about one-half over I
thought it was going to be one of the
easiest. I thought surely I should
have to give a decision in favor of
the Affirmatl·ve.

S;UJL[

G 'fll1W UG J[

Perhapl'l YOU' have angled
from morning till night,
And caught not a fish,
fell not even a bile;
0.· wOl'se, lost the "big one"
already in sighl.
'~ ere you blm'?
Not you!
For the laughter of waters
had light ned YOUI' pain:!,
And"t:se lV:~ bOe~lYgt~l~a~~ins.
Like a sport, you smiled through;
'I'her was nothing to rue.
Pel'haps you' ll d bat,
with sl<ill. vigor, and zest,
Y t lose all the judges,
in spite of YOUI' bestEve~n~~fr ~~u~h~~~~~nls
BUl you? Don't he blue:
For will
the st
keenness
conflict
l'engthenof your
mind;
And your failur means' future
B:u~c:~~~~, ~~~t~:niren(~ill'oUgh ;
It's the mal" 'lg of you,
___ "'_____~___
LEAG E TREASVRER' REPORT
___

MEMBERSHIP MORE THAN 50
IN LEAGUE'S BIGGEST VEAR
everal New Groups Organized,
16 Trophie Given

Nothing gives the head of an 01'ganization greater pleasure than to
report its prOgI'ess from time to time.
For ten years now, ever since we
have been in charge of the Debating
League, it has been our duty, as the
new year approached, to take account
I find it doubly difficult, in view of
of stock; and each year that duty has
the last remark made by a member
become a pleasure as we were able to
l'epOl' t Some new goa 1 a tt'
alne d , some
of th e R ea d'mg t eam an d a Iso b your
Chairman, regarding the ShOl·t time
coveted wish l·ealized. This year we
for preparation. Of course, that was
are able to say' for the first time that
the same for both sides. I suppose de- j
membership has passed the halfbating should not monopolize one'
century mark; we had fifty-one memreg~lar c1a.ss-l·oom interests. It .would
bel'S last year.
be mterestmg to note whether' In the
This membership represents all the
case of the York team the amount of
SEPT:El\rnER I, 19:11
old groups and two new ones. The
work they have evidently done has CA. H BALA CE, Sept I, 1930
$124.64 first of these is especially gratifying
interfered with their scholarship.
R'6~~;.Pll\Iigh Schools .. $500.00
to the Editor, for it came almost unI shall have to give the decision,
Ml. Penn H. S.
solicited from his native county of
however, in favor of the Negative.
toward luncheon ..
5.00
Lancaster. Five schools banded toOf course, the decision, I think the
Total Receipts
505.00 gether, called themselves the "Garden
Chairman has suggested, is relatively
Total Credit .... $62 9.64 Spot Group," and applied for League
unimportant. The thing that you are Ji;XPli:NDrTURG:S:
membership. These schools are East
interested in is not the decision but r.rp~~tai:it.~~~:. ~~P·$25~~I.,
vLl.allme,Paetnedr'UMI)paeytr,oLWena'Cf)PCakr,adTishee' REodtl.htoSl~
an analysis of the situation and why
Cieri al as islance 14 .25
the decision should have to go in one
~~r('phon~PP.I~~~ . .'.'.'.
received his own early training in
direction, rather than in the othel'.
'1'1 a velin~ Expenses 2.51
public speaking in one of the schools
These two teams represent the ad44.40
of the "garden spot," and is delighted
vantages of the new system of debatollegeville Flag Co.,
to know that he can be of some use in
ing and its disadvantages. The old F.12E.h~IN~~~~~~: .... ...• 162.13
stimUlating forensic· ambition among
system tended to sacrifice interest to
Auto milpage. elc ....... 18 .50
his successors of today. Long' live
logic; the new system tends to be per- Bu>;sa Studio. Photos.... 5.00
the "Garden Spot Group."
suasive at the expense of logic. I
"~~~:,i~l ~~r~~~d~':....... . 68.39
Another new group should have
do 'not I<\now whether debating is
('nnfel'enC'e Luncheon,
been composed of thl'ee schools; but
.
.
h
d'
Dining
Hall
....
,
.......
84.25
t
t t one 0 f th em f e It
so I e Iy a matteI' of wmmng t e au 1- Clf'riral Al'>si lance ...... 76 .27
a th e I
as momen
obliged to withdraw for the time beence. To a certain extent I think that PI'inting:
is true; but the danger is that a team,
0~::·1~il~t:\a~ ~(iis·l;!I.$ 2~:~g
ing, whiCh left Mt. Penn and Hamin attempting to influence an audi$33.25
burg alone. However, these schools
ence, will merely give us pleasant
Tolal Expenditures
492.19 debated and a banner was awarded.
sp~eches which entertain us, but do
This, of COUl'se, cannot be a pemaCASH BALANCE. Sept. 1. 1931 $1:17,45
not influence us by means of sound
(SIGNED) JAMf}S R. RUE, 'l'reas. nent arrangement, and we hope to en"
reasoning and dependable evidence.
large the gI-oup this year.
I do not mean to say that there was
T'he above report, like those on the ,All told, we had sixteen groups at
not some good reasoning on the Af- Conference and the debating season, work last year, scattered through
firmative. I mean this: The Affil'ma- IS highly gratifying. For the first twelve different counties. Ten silk
tive side did excel, I think, in the mod- time in its history the Leag'ue has banners were given outright and six
ern type of debate; that is, they gave been self-suppOl·ting. Thi is because bronze plaques awarded on a thl'eeinteresting, persuasive, direct, con- our receipts from member schools year basis. There are now com paravensational speeches. I feel sure that were larger than ever before. and be- tively few first class high schools in
that is the thing you are striving to- cause our expenditures, owing to a southeastern Pennsylvania that do
wal'd. In fact, high school debating, combination of circumstances, were not have one or more of these beautiat least in Pennsylvania, has some- about one hundred dollars less. It ful trophies to show for their debattimes come to mean bombast, loud happened, for instance, that no pla- ing skill. And, in consequence, huntones that do not mean very much. ques had to be purchased; and the dreds of high school gI'aduates are
But in achieving a more interesting President did not find it necessal'y to going out into life better equipped to
and persuasive style the Affirmative make ~ny long automobile trips. Per- assume positions of leadership.
did freqently sacrifice logical think- sonal visits always strengthen the
One of our pI'oudest boasts of forming.
League, but mileage runs up. You er years we cannot quite make at this
Now, not only were the members will not wish us to be "penny wise and time. On the whole, the machinery
of the Negative more logical, but I pound foolish," but you will l'ejoice ran very smoothly, but there was a
think [ am safe in say;ng that with us that for once, at least, we misunderstanding in one group which
the Negative
won the
debate, could support ourselves.
our Debating Council was called upon
especially in view of the exThere are two items in the above to adjust. We are glad to I'eport, howperiment this afternoon, because I be- report that may need explanation:
ever, that, like good chiropractors, we
lieve the Negative did excel in refuta(1) The item "clerical assistance" were able to "make an adjustment"
tion, Even in their constructive apears twice. Under the name of M. which was acceptable to all conspeeches they showed their ability W. Witmer is means money that he cerned. We are therefore still able to
to "think on their feet" and refute the paid to students for addressing and boast that we have never lost a school
opposing arguments,
mailing papel's, circular letters, etc, bocause of dissatisfaction with a
I heard someone say the other day Under "'Expenditures" it means mon- Council decision. This is certainly a
that that was against the l·ule. I have ey paid to the President's stenograph- high tribute to the spol'tsmanship of
never heard of such a rule, It seems er,
Our member schools.
to roe that it is difficult to do, but that
(2) The League is charged with
May we stress again, howevel', that
the use of refutation in the construc- twelve banners, although only ten a drop of oil in time will save frictive speech is well in order. In other were awarded during the year, This tion in the bearings. It is easier for
wOl'ds, you hear a member of the Af- means that two of the banners should schools to pl'event misunderstandings
firmative give certain statements and have been in last year's account, They by practicing the Golden Rule than
challenges two or three times in the were made later than the others, and it is for us to adjust them.
constructive speeches, If you do not were not paid until after the beginFravn these general l'emarks we
ning of the new fiscal year.,
(Continued on page ")
(Continued on page ")
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At the l'equest of a number of
schools, some of whom could not be
represented at the Conference, we
take pleasul'e in pl'inting here a stenographic l'eport of the demonstration
debate between the Reading Senior
High School and the William P enn
Senior High School, of York, on the
proposition: "Resolved, that extracurricular activities are over-stressed
in Pennsylvania hi gh schools."
As stated elsewhere, this question
was submitted only three weeks before the debate, and both schools
agreed not to use memorized speeches
and not to do more coaching than
would be given to a class-room project of equal importance. Th ese limitations should be kept in mind by the
reader.
To help the assemb led debaters and
coaches to get the full benefits of the
experiment the League secured the
services of Mr. D. W. Strickler, who is
in charge of argumentation and debating at the University of Pennsylvania, to act as critic-judge. It was
agreed by both schools that little 01'
no stress should be laid upon his decision, because the discussion was primarily an experiment in high school
debating technique and not a contest
for victol·Y. It was his criticism more
than his vel'dict that the debaters and
the audience wanted.
Inasmuch as there were no manuscript copies of the debates, the
League employed two stenographers
to record the speeches and criticism.
They did very well, and are to be
commended on their speed, though it
must be confessed that their report
is not always vel'batim, and seems occasionally to have missed some items.
The Editol', who presided at the debate, has taken the liberty of inserting a few remarks within marks of
pal'enthesis for the guidance of his
readers who are interested in the art
of debate.
Please remember that this is not
offered as a model debate. In the
first place, as we have said, the stenographic copy is not always complete
and aCCUL'ate. Besides, a debate prepared under the limitations ment.ioned cannot be as coherent and polished as memorized speeches. But it
l'equires more thinking on the feet,
and is a better preparation for the
discussions in after life. We offer it,
therefore, as a first step in the l'ight
direction; and we hope that you students in other schools, after having
studied both the debate and the criticism, will learn to rely more and
more upon your own initiative and
thus relieve your coach of all work
except a broad general oversight.
THE DEBATE
RESOLVED : THAT EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES ARE
OVER-STRESSED IN PENNSYLVANIA HIGH SCHOOLS
First Affirmative peaker
Mi Robin Jean Reigner
Mr. Chairman, Honorable Judge,
Worthy Opponents, Ladies and Gentlemen: Good afternoon. This after~
noon we al'e confronted with a very
important problem and one to be debated:
Resolved, that extra-curricula!'
activities are over- tressed in
Pennsylvania High Schools.
It was not so many years ago-not
more than fifteen-that classroom exercises were the only means of education, but gradually there has been
an entrance into the educational system of more and more extra-curricular activities, and by this we mean
all subjects not included undel' the
list of academic subjects and which
do not receive credit toward graduation. (Definition of "extra-curricular
activities,")
As the first speaker, I will prove
to you that extra-curricular activities
are over-stressed in Pennsylvania
high schools because of the fact that
academic subjects are neglected and
actually dispo::;ed of from the school
cUl'l'iculum, I will also pt'ove to you
that the expense involved by thcm
and falling upon the student is very
great. (Fit'st main issue,)
(Continued on pngo 2)
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EW DEMO STRATION DEBATE our worthy opponents. The question is the group that is over-worked.
A TRUMP ONFEREN E CARD for debate is, "Resolved, that extra- They carry from four to five offices
curricular activities are over-stressed a semester. Let me give you a few
(Conlinued from pa ge 1)
in Pennsylvania high schools, The examples of what I mean by overMy
first
colleagu
will
prove
to
you
Pllblished weekly ut Ursinll ' College. Collegeville, Pa, during the college year,
Negative will prove three main is- burdened leadels.
that the over-burdening of students sues:
Example No.1: President of StuBOARD OF CONTROL
G I..
MWAKE, Pre idem
E. EARLE STIBITZ, ecretary also causes the over-burdening of
1. Extra-culTicular activities as dent Council, Member of debating
J. II. BROW BACK
FLORI<:NCE A. BROOKS
HOMER SMITE teachers; and, with over-burdened
team, club officer, and in addition,
teachers, how can one expect t.he stu- used today are the direct outgrowth carrying five studies.
CALVIN D. YOST
M. W. GODSHALL
of
the
general
curricular
activities.
dent
to
receive
the
proper
clas
room
Advisory Editor
C. D. YOST
Example No.2: President of senior
2. Extra-curl;cular activities, as
training 1 (Second main issue.)
THE STAFF
class, chairman of athletic committee,
used
today,
exert
a
beneficial
influEditor-In-Chief
E. EARLE S'rIBITZ, '3 2
My second colleague will prove to
Student Council representative, memAssociate Editors
you that athletics and social dancing ence upon education; and therefore, ber of two club ,and in addition, car3. Extl'a-curricuJar activities are
ANN 1\1. BRAO\' , '33
EVI<:LINE B. OMWAKE. '33
J. E. PALM, '33 are very much over-stressed, (Third
not over-stressed in the State of rying five studies.
C. ALSPACU, '33
E. H. MILLER, '33
main issue.)
Example No.3: Vice President of
Special Feature Writers
Two of the most unfortunate re- Pennsylvania.
Student Council, club member, memJ. J. HRRRON, '32
C. . LIVINGOOD, '32
As
first
speaker
for
the
Negative,
sults of over-stressing are: fir t, the
ber of Executive Committee, draHI:£LEN L. AN 'CIVER, '33
N. R. ROBERTS, '33
neglect of these academic 3ubjects; I will prove the fir ' t issue, that ext.ra- matic, and carrying five studies.
H. H. POTE, '33
and second, the gradual elimination cUl'l'icular activities as used today are
These are only a few examples of
Alumni Editor-MARY E. REIDER, '32
of these subjects from the curriculum. the direct outgrowth of the gtmeral over-wor~ed leaders. You ask, "But
Sports Editors-KERMIT B. MORN, '33
RUTH M. ROTH, '34
You know extra-curriculum activities curriculum. Extra-curricular activ- don't these students ever object 1"
Reporters
require time, and they demand more ities in Pennsylvania are essentially The answer i ,"No." There are sevBEATRICE C. LESSER, '32
REBECCA E. ROMBERGER, '33
than their allotted time; in fact, they grounded on the basic curriculum. eral reason for this answer. In the
MARION L. HAGEMAN, '34
VIOLET M. WINTERSTEEN, '34
take that time from the r'est of our Therefore ,extra-curricular activities first place it is a certain honor and
EVELYN E. VIRG[N, '34
l\lIRIAM E. l\1.cFADD1f.N, '3f
in Pennsylvania aid directly in the
RUTH A. HAINES, '34
D. L. GREGORY, '34
subjects.
pre tige, and a student wiIJ not obH. E. HOUCK, '3~
C. H. ALBRIGHT, '34
Just the other day, coming up from fulfillment of the educational aims.
ject to holding three to five offices.
Business
These three ubjects will now be
School
in
a
trolley
car
crowded
with
Some students consider it better to
Advertising Ma nager
. J. PARKER MASSEV, '3 2
considered
in
order.
Bul1etin
No.4,
students, I could not help overhearing
hold five or ix than one or two.
Ckculation Manager
. JACOB R. WEAVER, '32
issued
by
the
Pennsylvania
Departtheir conversation:
Occasionally we find some poor stuTerms: $1.50 Per Year; Single Copies, 5 Cents
"Oh dear!" said one girl, "I was ment of Public Instruction, reports dents who are not capable, getting
extra-curricular
activities
must
be
reill
the
other
day
and
now
I
have
about
Members of Intercollegiate Newspaper Association of the Middle Atlantic States
into these offices and not being comfifty things to do after school. I mU3t cognized as an integral part of the petent to hold them. I have in mind
and of the ational College Press Association.
take a History test, a Geometry test, program of studies. It is readily a president of one of the clubs, promiMONDAY, JANUARY 4, 1932
and an English test, and, in addition, seen that the school newspaper is a nent in athletics, with a plea ing perpractical application of English work,
practice for our FrE:nch play."
FIFTH SPE IAL INTERSCHOLASTIC DEBATING NUMBER
sonality, but not a leader. He manas
well as authorized literary a i t- aged with the hel» of some of the
"Go1\y!"
said
the
other
girl,
"how
Edited by M. W. Witmer, Pres. of U. I. D. League
ance. Before the Twentieth Century,
are you going to get them all in?"
teachers to struggle thl'ough the
"I will rush the English and His- scientific knowledge was not nearly graduation exercises, but not with
lEbitor'.a lEnst! QIqair
tory tests and drop in for a while and so complex as now, thus eliminating any honor to himself.
see how they are getting along with the need for an extra-curricular proYou might say, "Is not the point
IN THANKFUL MOOD
the French play and then I wiJ) play gram, but we are living in a diver- system a remledy for this 1" The
sified age in which the ideals have answer again is, "No." There are
We wi h here, on behalf of the League, to thank the Principals, coaches, hockey."
"But how about the Geometry changed; hence, the necessity lor a comparatively few chools in Pennand debaters of the Reading! Senior High School and the William Penn Sensupplementary program.
ior High School of York for making possible our first demonstration debate. test 1" aid the other g{rl.
sylvania who have a point system .
Secondly, the basic curriculum em"I will let that go £01' a while; that
It was undoubtedly the chief drawing card of the Conference. That it was
The courses usually offered in most
bodies
the
means
for
fulfillini;{
the
a success was proved not only by the critic's comments, but also by the close isn't so vel'y important," said the fiTSt
Pennsylvania high schools are generattention of the audience. We hope lt wil1 be a big step towards making girl. "There is more excitement in fundamentals of education. If the aUy technical, commercial, and coldebating what it should be, a carefully planned but flexible presentation of p1.aying hockey than being in French l'egular curriculum does not emL()dy lege preparatory.
The technical
the means of promoting the general
sound reasoning based on reliable evid~nce. "Canned" speeches, like canned plays and taking Geometry tests."
course offers from two to three studprogram,
then
the
trouble
in
PennBut after all, the fundamental purvegetables, lose much of their freshness.
ie per evening; the college preparaWe wish likewise to thank Mr. Strickler for his kind, constructive criti- pose of school is education, is it not? sylvania high schools is still no proof tory four to five per evening. You
of
the
over-emphasis
of
extra-curricism. Hi comments abound in helpful suggestions, and we hope oue budding My second col1eague will prove the
can easily see that any student who
debaters, and their coaches too, wi\] study his remarks in connection with co t of one year of our non-education- cular activities.
takes a technical cour e can calTY
Lastly, extra-curricular activities quite a few more extra-curricular acal pleasure. This age demands a vigthe debate itself.
aid
directly
in
the
fulfillment
of
the
It goes without saying that we are also deeply grateful to the Norris- orous mind, and a vigorous mind will
tivities than a student who carries
town High School for providing the Conference music. The delegates ex- not be supplied by dance after dance educational aims. Surely, ladies and a college preparatory course.
pressed their appreciation in their hearty applause, and we but ~cho their and musical after musical, and what- gentlemen, if the principles of eduA few schools do provide a period
cation, if such there be, have been a week for extra-curricular activities,
wish when we say "Thank you" to the Principal, teachers, and students who ever else you have.
Another thing. We ought to learn generally accepted throughout the but that period is not sufficient to
made this treat possible.
Nor must we forget our' gratitude to the College authorities for letting to know our English language and to country, and if such principles are take care of the great amount of
us use Bomberger Hall; to Mrs. Webb, the dietician, and her staff of helpers, use it as best possible. It seems too available, they should also be a stand- work that is done in debating clubs,
for a substantial luncheon; to Tau Kappa. Alpha for providing ushers, and to obvious and evident to mention this. ard for Pennsylvania. (If the Editor SpOl·tS, etc. The smallest schools in
all others who in any way contributed to the success of the Conference. It but it has been embedded so far back remembers correctly, Mr. Shelley here Pennsylvania could not afford to
is a pleasure to arrange meetings in which all concerned work together whole- that we have lost sight of its import- mentioned seven of the recognized spend that time in extra work.
ance. You know that, although three- "educational aims," which the stenoAs is the case with students, we
heartedly. To one and all, a prosperous and happy New Year!
fifths of our English language is de- graphers missed.)
find that some of the teachers do
*
*
* *
If extra-curricular activities closely most of the work, while a few of them
rived from the Latin, the number of
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP
students who take Latin and those and accurately supplement the regu- are content to carry the regular load
Onc thought leads to another here in the "easy chair." Let us stop a who take extra-curricular' activities lar curriculum work in the state of and not do any of the extra-curriculal'
moment at good sportsmanship. Perhaps we should leave the "good" off, for approaches a contrast rather than a Pennsylvania or in any other state, activitoos. These teachers are not
sportsmanship that is not good is not sportsmanship. Let us apply this for percentage. I have here a chart then we contend that it would be al- compensated for all the extra work
a moment to debating practice.
which shows a recent survey of the most impossible for our worthy op- and time they put on this extra work,
ponents to prove that extra-curricular which must be taken care of on their
Ever'y year rumors reach us of how one school is trying to "put some- Reading Senior High School:
thing over" on another. These are not official protests; they are only private
Of the 1300 taking clubs, 220 take activities could be over-emphasized in own precious time after school. An
Pennsylvania. The convention of the other thing, teachers are not always
complaints. Perhaps they are unfounded, showing only the suspicious na- Latin.
ture of the complainer. But sc,metimes there is also fhe behind the smoke.
Of the 603 who attend school extra-curricular work is the practical asked, but are drafted into doing
application of the theoretical knowl- these whether they like it or not.
Some of the unfair practices condemned are acts like these: coaches dances, 140 take Latin.
give their students more help than the spirit of th By-laws permits; school
Of the 39 belonging to the orches- edge gained through the curriculum. (The stenographers here evidently
I have proved that extra-curdcular failed to get some examples of "overauthorities try to get judges friendly to their schools; the guest school runs tra, 9 take Latin.
up needless expense for the host school;) debaters misquote their authorities
Of the 172 included in the orchestra activities are a direct outgrowth of burdened" teachers.
This speaker
or garble the meaning by tearing quotations from their contexts; they use and band, and other musical clubs, 31 the general curriculum primarily be· and his colleagues show commendcause they aid directly in the ful- able research in their own School.
sarcasm and ridicule instead of logic and evidence. And so the charges go take Latin.
on ad nauseam .
Of the 223 belonging to athletic fillment of the educational aims. My But they must al 0 !llIow that
colleagues will next prove that extra- their School is typical of most PennNow let us be frank. If such accusations are not well founded they teams, 46 take Latin.
reveal petty, suspicious natures. If they are well founded they reveal pracThese facts are rather astounding. curricular activities as used today ex- sylvania schools.)
tices that are highly reprehensible. Often there is wrongi on both sides. A Eng1lish, History, Geometry, Trigo- ert a beneficial influence upon edu- Second Negative Speaker,
slight indiscretion IS committed by one side and magnified by the other. nometry, Problems of Democracy, cation in the State of Pennsylvania.
Mis P hyllis Snyder
When opponents are too eager to win they are apt to have "chips on their Physics, and Botany have all been (This summarizing paragraph rounds
Mr. Chairman, Honorable Judge,
shoulders."
shoved down in the school curriculum out the speech well, though it is a bit
Worthy Opponents, Ladies and GenIn this respect we adults are often more to blame than our students. because of the great competition pro- too formal.)
tlemen: The statistic of Lhe AffirmaThe young people really want to be "good sports" if we will let them and vided by extra-cunicular activities. Second Affi r mative Speaker ,
tive are well prepared. But, worthy
show them the way. When disappointments come, therefore, we elders must (Note : Charts are permissible, someMr. J ames Stoud t
opponents, Reading High School cannot side hastily with hasty youth in denouncing opponents or judges, but times highly desirable; but be sure
Mr. Chairman, Honorable Judge, not be accepted as typical throughout
must pour oil upon the troubled waters, and try to strengthen the confidence you show them to your opponents as
Worthy Opponents, Ladies and Gen- Pennsylvania. The Negative has not
of our students in human nature. In this way we shall be rendering them an well as to the audience .)
even greater ser'vice than by making good debaters of them. Let us make
During this time of financial de- tlemen: This afternoon, in debating used William Penn Senior High
our chief debating rule for 1932 the Golden Rule.
pression, economy is the watchword. the subject of over-stressing extra- School of York, and will not throughExtravagance is not in order. The curricular activities in Pennsylvania out this debate. (Apt refutation.)
•
*
*
*
My colleague has proved the first
charge for the average course of the high schools, I am going to show you
LIBRARY PRIVILEGES
average student in the average high chiefly two evils that exist wherever issue of the Negative case-that exWe have again written to the public libraries that have co-operated with school is $10 .00 per semester. Here extra-eurricular activities are over- tra-curricular activities as used today
the League in the past, asking for their continued assistance. These ar'e
!>tressed. The first of these is the are a direct out-growth of the genthey are:
Allentown, Lancaster, Reading, and the State Library at Harrisburg. Unover-burdening of students. The sec- ral curriculum.
Club dues ....... . $2.50
fortunately we did not make enough allowance for the congest.ed Christmas
I wiII continue to pl"OVe that extraond is the overburdening of teachers.
Basketball . . ....
3.00
mail, hence we have not yet Teceived replies. However, these libraries have
curricular
activities are not overI
have
here
a
chart,
taking
condiFootball ......... . 1.00
always placed their facilities and services at our disposal so cheer'fully, that
tions as they exist in Reading High stressed in the State of Pennsylvania
Dramatics .. . .. . . . .75
we venture the assertion they will do so again.
School, which has an em'ollment of by our second issue; namely, extraDances ... . ...... 1.25
If such be the case, we urge you to make the fullest possible use of
2300. I have selected one of the lal"ge curricular activities as practiced to"Red and Black"
their material. Books and magazines wi]] doubtless be placed on reference
and modern schools, which can be day exert a beneficial influence on the
(School paper) .... .50
shelves for use in the library, instead of being allowed to circulate. If so,
taken as a fair example. When the school system of Pennsylvania.
School Magazine ., 1.00
The three main points of my argudrop a card in advance to the librarian stating how many of you are coming, making a total of $10.00. However, results of this chart are compared
and when. In this way you will get the promptest and best service.
with
the
re
ults
of
a
survey
made
by
ment
are:
if one is a senior, one has these addi1. Extra-curricular
activities as
Librarians tell us that the debater.:; of former .... ears have not abused the tional expenses :
Dr. Wiles, they compare favorably.
privileges so kindly given, and we are sure you ~ill live up to their clean
(We should be told who Dr. Wiles is, practiced today are flexible to the
Prom .... . .. ... . $5.00
record . Remember that others want to use the books and magazines after
and what his survey is. Perhaps the needs of all high school students.
Ring and Pin.... . . 7.50
2. A decrease in extra-curricular
you aloe through with them. Therefore do not in any way mark up or
stenographers missed this.)
Class Dues ... . .. 2.50
mutilate this public property; and if you are permitted to take some material
As is shown, 69 .91c of the pupils in activities would be unfavorable to the
Class Dance .. . ... 3.00
Reading High School participate in school system.
out for a short time be sure that you return it promptly, and in as good conClass Dinner
1.50
3. Extra-eurricular activities as
dition as when you got it. The spirit of sportsmanship shows itself here as making fl total rfor the senior of some form of extra-curricular activused today aid in scholarship.
ities-members
of
clubs,
officer
of
well as in actual debating. Noblesse oblige.
$19.50; plus $10.00 for ordinary exI will prove that extra-curricular
room group, etc.-showing
penses, giving one a grand total of homel
* *
* *
activities are not compulsory, for
COME TO THE CONFERENCES
$29.50. (How were the averages ob- 30.4 /c. of the students who do not
when they c~ase to he beneficial, they
In spite of our growth, it must be admitted that occasionally we lose a tained? The source should be given participate at all. This is a very oblig- become a part of the regular school
ing group who let the rest of the
few schools fCl' no apparent reason. These "back-sliders" are, almost without to make them reaI1y convincing.)
pupils do all the work. 17.5'7/J who curriculum. Therefore, a large numexception, schools that have seldom or never attended our annual Conferences . F irst Negative Speaker,
participate
in these activities are of- ber of these activities are existing in
Now, these meetings are the heart of the League, the source of its influence
fice
holders,
but that does not mean every high school without forcing the
Mr.
Eugene
Shelley
and inspiration. The large delegations that eome here go back "pepped up"
that they hold some important office. student to participate. If the AffirmaMr.
Chairman,
Honorable
Judge,
for debating; the League means something to them. Sometimes you can
Then of this group I want to show tive states that the extra-eurricular
"keep the home fires burning" only by kindling them at an outside altar. Worthy Opponents, Ladies and Genthat 5.3?( of the students are what activities are over-stressed they must
Come t.o these Conferences and you will never begrudge the Ten Dollars tlemen: We are indeed glad to en(Continued on page 3)
gage in facts on this occasion with we calI over-burdened leadel·s. This
which help to make them possible.
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mh~ moro~r minlloro

Ispeak, Mr. Oscar. Gallagher, proves Iwe had twenty-eight assemblies,
that ?nly ~our hIgh schools out of of which were dramatic.
But
Ififty~ Inves.tI&:ated have t~ken defin!te Itheory of the assembly is this:

ten
the
An
~t.ep" t.o limIt extra-currIcular actIv- . assembly should be instructive, interItIes.
.
esting, and inspirational. Out of fifIt may mterest our opponents.to ty-two clubs, eight were dramatic.
know that these schools have pomt These "socials", or rather, I should
~ystems, .and have found them to be say clubs, deteriorate into socials
mclud~d In the progra"! of the Penn- where love-sick boys and girls of high
Penn~ylvama \~ho s~lvama State EducatIonal Associa- school age go to have a good tirne.
al'e In the hIgh bon and ~ulIy approved. T~~ ~rogrl1m
Now social dancing! We offered a
s~hools of the Ur- then admIts that these activItIes must social dancing club at Reading High
smus Interscholas- be encouraged by further develop- School. Over three hundred turned
tic Debating Lea- menL3 of training. Can activities out for the club. We did not have it.
gue. You belong ,,:,hich the Pe~n~ylvania .State Educa- In Johnstown they have a lounging
to a noble com- tl?nal ASSOCiatIon desu'es to have room for the students, where many
pany, as the roll of plomoted be over-stressed in the of them go during their lunch hour
high schools in the State?
and dance. There is a library right
League will indiFinally, the Carnegie Foundation across the hall from this l'oom but it
cate. You are to for the Advancement of Teaching, in is practically deserted. Does ~ot this
be conl?l:atulat~d on the \~onderful op- a pamphlet issued just this week anticipaiion of dancing with Mary 01'
~ol'tumbes which you enjoy .as pu~ils prints a communication from the As~ John help to detract from the attenIn thes 7 schools.
The American high sociation of College Presidents of tion of the student in class recitaschool IS one of the greatest institu- Pennsylvania which specifically states tion?
tions of human society down through that mOl'e adjustment of the program
N~w athletics! What are the l'ethe ages. At no time in the history and wider range of activities is de- suIts of all this worl' , all these enof. the world have all young people sired.
deavors? Look at the number of
enjoyed advantages so great as are
In some parts of the United States, boys who are injured. It has become
yours today.
an? also in Pennsylvania, we heal' it so bad that the Associated Press ab~inc(: your High Schol is active in saId that extra-curricular activities solutely refuses to carry any injuries
thl.s League you have advantages not must detract from the scholarship unless they are deaths or sel'ious inenJ?yed by others. Interscholastic de- ability of the student. The Affirma- juries to some noted star. Otherwise,
batmg as conducted under the rules of tive has also made this error. They Lhey are not open for material of this
the Ursinus League provides fair and have used, as one of their main issues kind.
You all l'emember Richard
free opportunities for winning honors that academic subjects are neglected. Sheridan, who ws killed in the Armynot only among yourselves as indi- The regular studies have been shoved Yale game. "It was a shame!"
I
viduals but also for your Schools. It aside, as the Affirmative claims. But suppose that is how you wiil brand it.
will be .no. small distinction for your the students who participate in extraAs a l'esult of all thiS, in the words
School if It shall capture one of the curricular activitjes have a higher av- of Woodrow Wilson we have a side
handsome bronze plaques or beautiful erage than those who do not particl- show with the main issue in the backsi!k banners for the coming y.ear. It pate. In their survey only students ground; or, as we will put, the tail
WIll be a ~rophy worth workmg for. who could qualify for extra-curricular wagging the dog.
(An apt closing
Then, too, It may be your lot to bene- activities were included. Our state- analogy.)
fit from the discipline involved in be- ment also proves my third issueing a good loser. In either case to that extra-curricular activities as em- Third Negative Speaker,
Mr. William Williams
have done your best will be a s;tis- ployed today aid in scholarship. (This
faction that will last through life. paragraph contains some apt refutaMr. Chairman, Honorable Judge,
l hope many candidates will enter tation, which is always desirable in Worthy Opponent~, Ladies and Genthe trials in all the schools connected first speeches. There are similar ex- tlemen: My colleagues have proved
with the League. Debating as a schol- am pies in other speeches.)
two main issues; namely:
astic exercise possesses great merit
I have proved that extra-curricular
1. Extra-curricular activities as
in itself. Regardless of any honors activities, as empolyed today, exert a used today are a direct outgrowth of
that may come from winning in a beneficial influence on education in the general currculum.
contest, whole-hearted, earnest par- the State of Pennsylvania.
2. Extra-curricular activities as
ticipation in a debate is worth to the
The third speaker will conclude the used today exert a beneficial influence
individual in educational training far negative case by proving that extra- on the Pennsylvania High Schools.
more than the cost in time and en- cUl'l'icular activities are not overI will now prove our third issue;
prgy. As far back in history as there stressed in the State of Pennsylvania. namely, extra-curricular activities al'e
have been schools, debating has been
not, therefore, over-stressed in the
a popular mode of developing power Third Affirmative Speaker,
State of Pennsylvania.
of thought and skill in expression. In
Mr. Irvin Shaffel
Being unwilling to leave any doubt
mediaeval times, scholars went far
Mr. Chairman, Honorable Judge, in the minds of the judge, I, as the
to engage with rivals in disputations,
third speaker, will prove the followas they called them, journeying afoot Worthy Opponents, Ladies and Gening two issues:
from one university town to another tlemen: Continuing the arguments
1. NOI definite harm is traceable to
to defend some question agaiilst at- of the Affirmative. I shall prove that
tack, or to break down the position of extra-curricular activities are over- extra-curricular activities.
2. No satisfactory substitutes may
one whose thesis presented a chal- stressed in the high schools of Pennlenge to argument.
When noted sylvania because too much time, en- be offel'ed whiCh would be consistent
scholars would thus meet, great ergy, and money are expended on with the Affirmative case.
n is increasingly difficult for excrowds of eoger listeners would gather these activities, with, in some into enioy Lhe contest and profit there- stances, positively detrimental re- tra-cuL'l'icular activities to be overby. Even far back in Ancient Greece, s,ults. I shall take, for example, dra- emphasized in the State of Pennsyldebating, or "dialectic," was a promi- matics, athletics, and social dancing. vania. Before our opponents are able
It is hard to estimate the cost of thoroughly to prove their case, they
nent school exercise, constituting
with grammar and rhetoric, the "triv- athletics in school. For instance, must show the harm done to high
football equipment and the outfits of schools at the present time.
ium," or high school cUl'l'iculum.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, alYou boys and girls of today who en- basketball men, baseball men, and
though we cannot prove the l'esults
gage in debating, therefore, stand in track men. Continual practice is reof our researches in a definite form,
line with the youth of other times, quired during the season of the sport.
we
challenge OUr worthy opponents to
In
many
parts
of
the
State,
school
is
even back into the far-distant past.
It ought to inspire and encourage you dismissed early so that the student show the deliberate harm inflicted on
our high schools. Furthermore, we
to k,now that practically all great per- body may attend a game or celebrate
sons in the public life of past ages re- a victory. Time is taken for "pep" must insist that this particular quesceived their training in part through assemblies, which time is ordinarily tion be limited to the State of Penndevoted to studies. Mr. Keith, former sylvania, and we must above all reparticipation in debate.
I urge you, therefore, just for the 'S tate Superintendent of Schools, member that the question refers to
benefit you will derive from doing stated it was illegal to dismiss school Pennsylvania and not the Reading
so, to study hard on your subject. Try in that manner. When athletic spirit Senior High School of Pennsylvania.
The second iSsue of my case-that
to master all the fact.s involved, look is high, scholastic spirit runs low.
Girls have interscholastic sports. It 1:0 satisfactory substitute may be ofat both sides of the question, become
familiar with the authorities that makes them coarse and crude and is fered which would be consistent with
should be consulted, and having taken cheapening to the spectators. The the Affirmative- requires further
a position on one side or the other, state cannot forbid this procedure, proof. Our case thus far has fully
shown you that a decrease in extraarrange your arguments in logical or- but it does frown upon it.
der and practice yourself in stating
Athletic teams have become very cunicular activities would be detrithem in simple, direct style. Remem- popular in the last few years. Many mental. Certainly abolishment would
ber that the most powerfUl weapon in schools have high salaried coaches be- be even worse. The only course republic speech is the simple sentence. cause some business men outside of maining, then, for our opponents has
May this be the greatest year thus the school want their city to be rep- already been disposed of by the Nega. far in the Ursinus Interscholastic De- resented as winning. High salaried tive; namely, decrease or abolishment.
bating League.
coaches must now be had for football (An example of l'easoning by eliminGEORGE L. OMWAKE.
elevens, for the production of school ation. Ask yOul' teacher. Very ef---....:u---plays, or managing the school news- fective if the elimination is complete.
Is this?)
NEW DEMONSTRATION DEBATE paper.
We will now prove that it is inAt one time boys. of high school age
A TRUMP CONFERENCE CARD were performing some big things in creasingly difficult for extra-curric(Continued from page 2)
life, managing newspapers of their ular activities to be over-stressed in
certainly imply that they should be own and becoming sea-captains at the Pennsylvania high schools at the
used less extensively than at present. age of twenty-two. This we say, that present time. All over the United
extra-curricular activities are really States systems have sprung up which
In this they stand almost alone.
Major educational decisions in a suppressing a desire on the part of have prevented the participation of
survey covering all parts of the Uni- the student to express his own opinion a lal'ge number of students from too
ted States, including Pennsylvania, and to break away and do something many activities so as notl to over-buragreed that the entire national school on his own initiative. Many schools den themselve!,1 with too much work.
system first should encourage extra- have sensed something wrong, and as ~xtra-cul'ricular activities are graducurricular activities; and second, they a result have tried the point system, ally but surely included in the general
implied by listing the facts of the which does not have a very great ef- curriculum.
Finally, based on the information
allied activities that they have be- fect.
Now dramatics! There is a great which we have presented so far, we
come part of the regular schOOl procost involved in dramatics because list the following five challenges to
gram.
In the sixth Year Book of the De- students are not satisfied with high our worthy opponents:
1. To prove that extra-curricular
partment of Public Instruction, there school productions, but want Broadil a list of authoritieR who support way shows, such as George White's activities are not a direct outgrowth
Second
Little of the general cUl·riculum.
extl'a.curricular activities on the same "Scandals," "The
2. To prove that extra-curricular
basil as the Negative. We challenge Show," and others that will stand
the Afftnnative to produce a similar out and make people take notice. We activities do not help to fulfill the sevlilt of authorities who do not support have teachers who select a caste and en cardinals of education.
3. To present a satisfactory subextra-curricular activities. (A good state when rehearsals will be held, It
stitute, or to prove that no subbtiexample Qf argument from authority.) is no longer a student activity.
Last year at Reading High School tution is necessary.
One of the authorities of whom we
.
S presIdent of
the College I
take .pleasure in
extendmg . New
Year greetIngs to
the thousa~ds ?f
boys and ~Irls m

1\

I 4. To show a definite hm'm done
by the extra-curricular program.
I 5. To prove that extra-curricular

activities detract from a basic curriculum.
The negative claims that extra-curriclum activities are not over-stressed
in the State of Pennsylvania for two
main reasons; namely:
1. As used today they are a direct
outgrowth of the general cUl'l'iculum.
2. As used today they exert a beneficial influence on education.
REBUTTAL
First Negative Speaker,
Mr. Eugene helley
Mr. Chairman: Our opponents have
said that youth desires social activities; and no program, whatsoever it
may be, can suppress that desil·e. The
question then is, sha\] these social activities be taken outside of tlie school
or brought inside. Is it more advisable outside than inside?
We have already proved to you
that these extra-curricular activities
grow out of the regular curriculum
and are based on it, and therefore
cannot be detrimental unless the curriculum itself is also detl;mental.
Our case is to prove that extracurricular activities help to further
the general curriculum.
Our opponents have been guilty of
a contradiction upon their own part.
They have said that in time past
youths were sea captains at the age
of twenty-two. We do not agree, and
believe that they have received superficial information. (Contradiction not
clear. Pl'obably a stenographic oversight.)
I wish to ask the Affirmative just
how we can expect to build strong
bodies if not by an athletic program.
Throughout the debate the Affirmative have followed the practice of the
high schools in Reading, but have
continued to neglect to take into consideration the high schools which
have an enrollment of less than 500.
First Affirmative Speaker
Miss Robin Jean Reigncr
Mr. Chairman: I am sony, worthy
opponents, that you could not see
these reports before. I will give them
to you to look at.
Our worthy opponents did not like
it very much that we have used Reading Senior High School in our debate.
We did so only because we have found
out that Reading High School ranks
very high and can well be used as an
example
of
Pennsylvania High
Schools.
We agree with our opponents, certainly, that extra-curricular activities
develop home membership and worthy
use of leisure; that is, when they are
properly regulated . But such conditions exist that a student indulges in
so many extra-curricular activities
that he does not have even enough
time to sleep. It is a well recognized
fact that a student about sixteen
years of age should have at least
eight hours of sleep a day, and this
would be impossible for such a student.
Our opponents wish us to give them
some authorities on the information
we obtained. I happened to bring
with me a little package in which
al'e questionnahes that were given to
the home I'ooms of Reading School.
In tabulating those results I neglected
to do my French and my Latin and
all of my History for the next day,
and I had tests in those subjects. Yet
I felt justified in doing so that I
might offer a worthy argument. This
is not an isolated example, but, by the
way, an example of five or six subjects and extra-curricular activities
besides.
We, the Affirmative side, would prefer that the students concentrate upon
fundamental lSubjects which will give
them the basic knowledge of life instead of the many fads, frills and
fancies of extra-curricular acti~ities.
(This seems to be the substitute for
which the Negative asked.)

pathos is the necessary element. We
have anticipated their argument. We
have the authority of Swanson that
participation of students in so-called
extra-curricular activities does not
decrease scholarship.
It is well known that physical education is vital to health. Are gil'ls to
be deprived of this health? Tennis
has been a game played by both men
and women. It pl'omotes grace and
poise. Are not the e two things associated with girls? Hoc}{ey and other so-called crude games furnish this
grace and poise, and if they were
crude people would not attend these
games and the girls would not participate in them.
Second Affirmative Speaker,
Mr. Irvin halTer
I am sorry that our opponents object to our using Reading High
School. We are not holding up this
particular schOol as a model, but just
as an example.
Coming down to the question, this
is the kind of posters you see on the
bulletin boards:
Girl Reserves' Dance from 9 to 12
at the Y. W. C. A., Friday, the 13th.
Do not fail to attend.
Benefit Dance-Two orchestras for
the price of one. See, they even go in
for bargains.
Then again, we have assembly exercises twice a week. In many instances they run over time, maybe an
hour and a half instead of forty-five
minutes or an hour. This causes a
change in schedule. And when this
happens, everybody rushes to the bulletin board to see this change. It
reads something like this:
"Because of the length of time of
assembly, the following schedule will
be observed this morning."
Then our opponents said: "How can
we strengthen our bodies if we do
not go out for sports?" Do you
realize that by doing this, boys use
up all their vital energy, wnich cannot
be replaced by food. This is why we
see so many men at the age of 20 or
25 who look old-old because they
used up that energy when they were
young; and when a certain crisis
arises, what can they do? They call
that superficial. I think that is going
pretty deep. The Greeks believed
that moderation was the greatest virtue.
Third Negative Speaker,
Mr. William Williams
The Negative is indeed shocked. It
is almost taken aback. We must remember that many ·of the conditions
of hig1, schools today that are harmful al'e not caused by extra-curricular
activities. The enrollment of Pennsylvania High Schools in recent years
has ?verwhelmingly increased, fOl'cing
publIc attention upon all its complex
systems and methods.
Now, our opponents have pointed
out many deficiencies in the high
schools, but have neglected to prove
that the extra-cul'l'iculal' activities
are responsible for these deficiencies.
We are asked to believe that extracurricular activities interfere with the
curriculwn. With this we do not
agree. We have already shown that
they are a direct outgrowth of the
general curriculum.
Our opponents have al 0 emphasized athletics. We have anticipated
this. In almost every debate on extra-curricular activities, this question
is brought up. The extra-curricular
program does include athletics, and
certainly development and upbuilding
of the body is as important as the development of the mind. The Pennsylvania Interscholastic Association
has recognized definite limitations to
all stUdents taking part in athletics.
They must have their school studies
up to par. Their marks must be ab~ve
the danger line .
Our opponents have stated that
Reading is a High School of high
standing. This is no doubt true, but
it may be different in many waye
from other schools. We have used
authorities whose influence is apparent throughout Pennsylvania, and we
still insist that only these auLhorities
can be pl·esented.
We further state, in conclusion,
that certain specifications for statistics must always be kept in mind; for
instance, as an example:
1. They must come from a reliable
source.
2. They must covel' a sufficiently
wide area.
3. They must extend over a period
of years.
In conclusion we want to remind
our audience that our opponents have
failed to answer our challenges, without which they cannot sufficiently
prove their case.

Second Negative Speaker,
Miss PhylI,is Snyder
The Affirmative has labored long
and hard under a singular illusion.
It is apparent that they think the
question for debate is: "Resolved that
extra-curricular activities are overstressed in. Reading," and they have
made many attempts to justify their
attitude.
Permit me to inform our wandering
opponents that the real question for
debate is: "Resolved that extra-curricular activities are' over-stressed in
the high schools of Pennsylvania."
The Affirmative claims that Latin is
being neglected for extra-curricular
activities. They themselves neglected to study that for one of the many
Third Affirmative Spenkf'r,
allied activities of high school.
Our opponents have emphasized the
Mr. James Stoudt
fact that the allied activities are
Our opponents made a statement
hard on the poor student, but he somewhat to this effect: Extra-cUl'finally joins them. They must real- ricular activities are not ovcr-stressed
ize that truthful proof and not
(Continued on page 4)
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'1'\ ELW"I1 LEAG

E GATHERING
The last speaker on the Affirmative,
The
onshohocken-PhoenixviIle- \ permanent intellectual gai ns, the
will admit, had a tremendous task,
FERRI E RECORD Pottstown- Royel'sford Group was al- moral victories over self in efforts to
so working on the second leg of a be fair and courteous, the triumphs in and in part, perhaps, succ eeded, but
«('tllllinuell frOll. ,lage 1)
plaque contest. Royersford won six sportsmanship when things went only in pad. The team had waited
"'olnmittee r lil' d.
victori s and now holds the trophy. wrong! Such a record would indeed too long. Too much damage had been
oon huving arrived, the
onfel'- Phoenixville was second, with four be interesting and useful. Although done to be l'epaired in so short a
ence adjourned to the 'cw College victories.
we canont chl onicle these ga ins we Lime.
Dining- lIall, to partake of one of
Th e third rebuttal speaker on each
In the E lizabethtown-Hershey- know they exist. You who read these
Mrs. Webb's appetizing: luncheons. Hummelstown _ Middletown Group line~ have doubtless won such troph- side must be able t(') size up the deLat l' an opportunity was given to Hershey came out on top with fivc de- ies, and to you the whole Leagu'-l ex- bate a s a whole, to refer us, a s memview the
ollege buildings and CI 'ions in its favor. Hummelstown tends its congratulations no less bers of the audience, to the big isgrounds uncle I ' the direction of ushers was next with three. The "Chocolate- heartily than to the fortunate winners sue . W e are not interested in small
provided by Tau Kappa Alpha, an towners" are therefore rejoicing in of memorials in silk and bronze .
points in reasoning. We are not inhonorary ('ollege forensic fraternity, the possession of a silk banner.
"Not the winning, but the race;
terested in idle remarks or minor
of which Ur inus is a member.
Not the quarry. bilt the chase."
'3tatemel.ts . We are intere!:ted in
The Lancastet' ounty schools preAt1:15 the onference setlled down sent a new alignment. Columbia is
the bIg issues. We have been fol- ----u------to it afternoon session. Frank Steh- now associated with three new League READING-YORK WORK PRArSED lowing th debate just as we follow
a ball in football.
man ,boy soprano from the Norris- members -- Lititz, Manheim, and
BY PENN DEBATE MENTOR
The Negative seemed to have a bit
town Senior High School, sang two Mount Joy. Columbia, perhaps beof bombast in theit, speeches. Th ey
solos: "Angel, Ever Bright and cause of her years of experience, won
(Cont.nued flom page 1)
Fail'," from ' Theodora, by Handel; and all six of her contests, and with them pay any attention to them until the spoke rather loudly and without
"All T'l1l'ough the Night," an old a banner. Manheim was l'unner-up rebuttal, the audience is wondering showi ng much effort to win their auW elsh air. Both were delightfully with three victories .
whether or not you can answer them. dience by any bit of humor or by a
l'endel'ed and secured hearty apThe other Lancaster County group,
I have not had time to organize my conversational style, as did the Afplause.
by special arrangement, consists of criticism; but in that conn ection I firmative.
r should like to make this remark in
An item of business was the elec- five schools-East Lampeter, May- believe the Affirmative was a little
tion of a Vice President. Mr. H. L. town, Paradise, Roth sville, and Upper unfair, and perhaps that influenced conclusion. I may be wrong, but I
Bishop, Principal, Lansdale High Leacock; the "Garden Spot Group" my decision a little bit. In the first am just giving you my opinion. It
School, was chosen. Perhaps the dele- they call themselves. Ea st Lampeter place, the last speaker presented cer- is about the address or series of adgates remembered Mr. Bishop's excel- won ix contests and a banner; Para- tain information to the Negative af- dresses that you give at the beginlent address of last year.
dise was a close second with five.
tel' the N egative had no chance to ning of a speech, in which you say
Miss Mulock, chairlady of the ComIn the Doylestown - Lansdale - COme back. Now that would have made very glibly:
'·1\I1r. Chairman, H onorabl e Judge,
mittee on Question, now l'eported the Quakertown Group, Lansdale contin- a good reply if it had been explained
Worthy Opponents, and Ladies and
following questions as the Commit- ued its winning streak, but only by a to the audience earlier .
Gentlemen."
tee's choice from a large number of narrow margin. This group used only
In the same way, the fir st speaker
It might be interesting to discuss
good ones submitted:
single teams. Each school had one on the Affirmative had a nice little
1. Resolved, that P en ns ylva nia en- victory and three judges, but Lans- bundle of information which she de- it. Both teams seemed to do it. In
act a compulsory unemployment in- dale came out fil'St by virtue of hav- posited on the opposite table, but did University debating speakers cons urance law.
ing ten points to Doylestown's nine not explain to us very mu ch. We fine their salutation merely to ad2. Resolved, that exta-curricular a nd Quakertown's eight.
were very much interested in t his in- dressing the chairman and the audiactivities are over-stressed in PennIn the Bucks County group of Bris- formation. It also might have been ence. If you want to keep the old
form, all right; but if you keep on
sylvania high schools.
tol-Langhorne-Morrisville, Morris- given more graciously.
.
3.
Resolved, that the United ville came out on top with two vicThe Negative, on the other hand, doing it, do not get into the habit of
States take immediate steps toward tories and Bri sto l was second. Thel'e should learn to get up their material making statements that do not ring
the recognition of Soviet Russia.
is another Bucks County group which in better form. I think there is no tl·ue.
I have enjoyed this debate greatly;
On motion, the second of these was has varied somewhat in s ize and per- doubt about that. Adapt it to the
eliminated, as it was the topic of the sonnel. Last year it was cut down to audience. You have been talking all it has proved to be a very interestdemon tration debate. On ballot, the Bensalem Twp. and Newtown. By afternoon about th e "necessity of pre- mg experiment, and, I think, a most
first proposition above was then chos- special agreement the winners of paring yourselves for life. Extra-cur- decided succe s. These two teams
en as the League qucstion.
the two groups debated each other, l'icular activiti es do that. Debating should be congratulated on the excelWith the business of the Leagl;e the final winner getting a plaque and does it, but it does it only inasmuch lent debate they have been able to
dispatched, the decks were now cleal' the other a banner. This year Mor- a you are learning to talk to an audi- prepare in so ShOl·t a time and
for the big event of the day, the risville won the plaque permanently ence, not to hurl statistics into the air. t.hrough their own efforts. I think
demonstration debate.
as the highest scorer for three years.
The Chairman, at the beginning of that the originality and spontaneity
To show what high school students
Bensalem Twp. and Newtown were this debate, said that you might not which this type of debating should decan do at short notice, on a familiar left alone in 1931 as far a s League find it as polished as some of your velop are exactly what we need toquestion, with but little help and no membership was concerned.
How- other more carefully prepared, mem- day. Thank you.
------·u---memorizing, the two large high ever, they were part of a larger group orizea speeches. That is tt'ue, but
schools of Reading a 1 York, repre- which also included New Hope and extemporaneous speaking makes up NEW DEMONSTRATION DEBATE
senting our two groups of large Yardley, the two last not being in interest whatever it lacks in polish.
A TRUMP CONFERENCE CARD
schools, were a sked to debate under League members. In the hope of re- I will say this, h ~wever, that you
these conditions: (1) the coaching to viving League interest in Bucks Coun- could get considerably more polish and .
(Continued from page 3)
be limited to such help as a conscien- ty we agreed to award a banner if better Engli sh into your extemporan- in Pennsylvania because they al'e
tious teacher wculd give to a class- either Bensale m 01' Newtown came eous speeches if you would speak more beneficial to education. That is a
room project o· similar importance; out on top. Bensalem did, and now slowly.
Better take one-half the foolish statement.
Did you ever
(2) the content of the speeches to be has a League trophy. We earnestly amount of material and present it think of this ?-Candy is good for
carefully prepared but the language hope that the other two schools will clearly and interestingly than run you if taken moderately, but there
of the actual debate to be left to the also join our organization fOl' the new through a great amount of material. is such a thing as taking too much
spur of the moment, so as to admit year,
Of course, this is difficult to learn to candy. (Good analogy.)
of adaptation to the circumstances, esMahanoy City _ Nesquehoning _ do.
,
They also stated that extra-curricpecially by using refutation when Tamaqua is a triangle which will
We com 7 no~ to the r~fu~atlO~. ular activities aid in scholarship.
needed in the first speeches; (3) the probably become a quadrangle this The Negative did a splendld Job 111 First of all, extra-curricular activities
League to secure a critic-judge for year. Tamaqua won the second "leg" pushing the oppo~ite team into the are not compulsory. They exclude
the sake of helpful criticism, the de- of a plaque contest with three vic- need fo~ actual.ev.ldence and for. com- t.nose deficent in scholarship and incision to be of secondary importance. tories. Mahanoy City was second prehenSlVe statIstICS, They reVIewed clude only the students who are eftheir own case and showed the fact ficient. The efficient, who are inThe two schools enthusiasticaiIy with two.
The Collegeville-North Wales- that extra-curricular activities have cluded, are the only ones in the school
fell in with the project, and three
weeks before the time of the Confer- Spring City Group has been a patient been made and are being made cre- who do the work, in other wOI·ds. The
ence the Editor submitted the propo- triangle and is entitled to a fourth ative.
deficient do not get a chance to do
sition: "Resolved, that extra-curricu- member. We are trying now to make
The first speaker on the Affirma- anything,
lat activities are over-stressed in the necessary ararngement. North tive made the statement that ReadThey stated that students who parPennsylvania high schools." By the Wales won another banner, this time ing High School ranks high and ticipate in extra-curricular activities
toss of a coin Reading won the Af- with two favorable decisions; Spring would be used as representative of all have a better standing in their school
the other high schools in the State, work than those who do not particifirmative and York the Negative. As City came second.
critic-judge we were fortunate enough
In the old Emaus-Slatington- Now the question reads that extra- pate. Naturally, for only the efficient
to secure Mr. D. W. Strickler, of the _ Catasauqua trangle, Catasauqua curricular activities are being over- are included in their extra-curricular
English Department of the Univer- once more came out first and won a stressed in the high schools of Penn- program.
sity of Pennsylvania, who has charge banner. In this group one team trav- sylvania; and it seems to me if you
Our worthy opponents have also
of argumentation and debating in that els and the other stays at home, and are depending entirely on your own stated tht teachers are not compelled
institution.
all debates are held on the same even- High School and what you know right to take part in the extra-curricular
The debate itself, together with Mr. ing. A critic-judge has long been used there, when you get into the larger program of the schools in Pennsylquestion, not merely is the fact im- vania. When a teacher files his appHStrickler's constructive criticism, is for all contests.
found elsewhere in this issue. The
Lebanon County is represented by portant that your High School rates cation for a position, he must now
Editor agrees with Mr. ~trickler that the Cornwall-Jonestown-Myerstown high, but you must prove that it is not only state what subjects he is
the contest was a close one, and also Group. In victories these schools were typical of Pennsylvania High Schools. able to teach but he must give two
The second speaker on the Negative clubs which he would like to sponsor.
that this more spontaneous type of tie, having two each. But in judges
argument should be developed as Jonestown won seven, Myerstown six, stressed this point and also the point If, at any time during the school caand Cornwall five. Jonestown there- that the extra-curricular activities reel', a club that he has mentioned
much as possible.
At the conclusion of the critic's re- fore has a banner to its credit. The were an essential part of the school is desirable, he must sponsor that
marks the Pr~sident thanked all new season will probably find a fourth preparation and good scholarship.
club whether he wants to or not.
The second speaker on ~he AftirmaThey mentioned a list of five ques. those who had a share in making the school in this group.
Conference a success, and declared
Upper Moreland kept up its win- tive made the statement: "We will tions that they would like us to anthe meeting adjourned.
ning streak in the Hatboro-Lower show that Reading High School is swer ; but we are not stenographers,
Moreland-Upper Moreland Group representative," and I thought, "Now, and it was impossible to get the full
--------U-------with tilree victories to Lower More- if he will go ahead and develop that text of these questions. We do, howMEMBER HIP MORE THAN 50
land's two. This means another ban- a little bit!" but he did not come back ever, recall that one of the questions
IN LEAGUE'S BIGGEST YEAR ner for the trophy room at Willow to it in his speech. There was a ten- was that we must offer a substitute.
(Continued from page 1)
Grove. What school will be the dency on the part of this speaker, an Recall the que tion, my friends: "Reexcellent speaker, to neglect matter solved, that extra-curricular activities
proceed to a summarized report by fourth for this combination?
A von Grove, Kennett Square, and for form and for winning the audi- are over-stressed in the high schools
groups:
In the Hal'risburg (John Harris)- Oxford constitute a Che tel' County ence. His remarks were very inter- of Pennsylvania." We are not here to
Lancaster (Boys')- Lebanon - YOl'k group. Oxford had a close call this esting and entertaining, but his actual offer substitutes. If our opponents
would 1ike a debate as to what would
(Wm. Penn) Group John Harris won year; her three victories were tied reasoning was rather fallacious.
The question of athletics
was be a better substitute, we shall give
a banner with five victories out of a by Avon Grove's three. In judges,
possible six. Lebanon was the run- however, Oxford got ten to Avon brought up again and again, and the it to them at some other time.
We did not have many authorities,
ner-up with three victories. In this Grove's eight. Oxford therefore holds Negative showed that they had studgroup the honors have been quite a plaque for the second lap of twelve ied both sides of the question and had our opponents say, and we did not
evenly divided over a number of months. There should be another anticipated that it would be a big have many statistics other than ReadChester County school to fill the va- argument. They wisely pointed out ing High School. We agree with
yeal·S.
that not only could athletics be regu- them; but we did not have much time
The Easton-N orristown-Reading cancy.
The new incomplete Berks County lated, but was only a small part of to pl'epare for this debate; we had to
Group was handicapped this year
do it in the short space of three
through the absence of Allentown. Group composed of Hamburg and Mt, a large creative program.
The last speaker on the Negative weeks. We did not want to neglect
This School, because of local condi- Penn has already been refen'ed to in
tions, thought it best not to debate this article. Mt. Penn won in a dual had a big job, as always. It was th& our school work for our extra-curriclast chance for his side to speak, ular work, so we did not have time to
for a year, but is back again for the debate and received a banner.
In writing such a report we can re- while the Affirmative had the chance write to five or six authorities on this
coming season.
Reading won first
place with four victories, and now cord only victol'ies and trophies won. for the last rebuttal. He did an ex, subject, so we merely did the best we
holds a plaque for twelve months. How unfortunate that we have no cellent piece of work because he over- could. We are offering you the inEaston and Norristown were tie in means of recol'ding the secrifices looked minor points and stressed the formation we could gather without domade by coaches and students, the main issues.
ing a whole lot of work, without negvictories.
'WI'S (0

I

lecting our regular work.
We do agree with our opponents
that the building of a sound body is
essential to any stud ent, but athletics emphasizes the building up of
bodies of only a few boys. You take
any high school team and you will
find only the hu ky boys will participate. The weak ones are not allowed to. (For Mr. Strickler's criticism see separate article.)

--------U-------READER'
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